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Abstract—Recent research has reported numerous studies bringing into question the gender inclusiveness of many kinds of software. Inclusiveness of software (gender or otherwise) matters because supporting diversity matters—it is well-known that the more diverse a group of problem-solvers, the higher the quality of the solution. To help software creators identify features within their software that are not gender-inclusive, we recently created a method known as GenderMag. In this paper, we investigate the experience of teams of software professionals using GenderMag to find problems with software they are building. Our results show a high engagement with GenderMag personas—more than twice that of other personas research—and a very high degree of accuracy (93%) most of the time. Finally, our results pinpointed situations that we term “detours” that were especially prone to errors, with teams 6 times more likely to make errors in detours than they did otherwise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, research has emerged showing that individual differences often cluster by gender in the ways that men and women go about computing tasks [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 32, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 46, 47, 50]. Further, although many features of software tend to support problem-solving styles favored by males, far fewer support those favored by females [2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 17, 23, 24, 27, 38, 42, 46, 50, 51].

To help software creators address this issue, we devised the GenderMag method [7]. GenderMag is a method that helps software creators detect such issues in software that they are building. We recently conducted a study of software teams in the field using GenderMag [6]. Using the GenderMag method to evaluate their own software, those teams found a total of 25 gender-inclusiveness issues in the 99 user actions and subgoals they evaluated (Figure 1). In addition, they found another 30 usability issues unrelated to gender-inclusiveness, for a total of 55 usability issues.

Perhaps because of a recent media awareness of the lack of inclusiveness in the technology industry, GenderMag is already attracting interest from a number of software teams. Although the method is still in its first year and at a beta stage, it has been used by more than 20 software teams in 5 countries: the US, Canada, Denmark, Germany, and the U.K. Among these teams are the four who were included in the above field study.

This paper brings a magnifying glass to the experiences of teams who have used GenderMag. GenderMag is in some ways cognitively taxing, and we consider where the cognitive load may have tripped up the software teams or caused them to introduce errors. If they did make errors, how pervasive were these errors, and how did they impact the teams’ results? On the other hand, what worked better than expected: i.e., what are the potential pitfalls we might expect them to trip them up that did not trip them up after all? Answers to questions like these are needed to point the way forward for works aiming to promote inclusiveness in software.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background: The GenderMag Method

GenderMag (Gender-Inclusiveness Magnifier) is an inspection method to enable software practitioners to evaluate software they are creating from a gender-inclusiveness perspective. GenderMag has been piloted by (at least) 20 software teams across the world so far.

We have detailed elsewhere [7] the formation of GenderMag, its formative empirical work, a controlled lab study, and an early field study [6]. Thus, here we present only as much of the method as needed for interpreting the empirical results.

Figure 1: Issues from an early field study [6] that each team found as a percentage of the number of user actions and subgoals evaluated. Above bars: total issues. Dark blue: gender-inclusiveness issues. Light gray: other issues.
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presented in upcoming sections.

GenderMag’s foundations are in people’s problem-solving approaches that tend to cluster by gender, and thus its scope is software used in problem-solving situations. Toward this end, GenderMag focuses on five facets of problem-solving that have been extensively investigated in the literature. It brings these five facets to life via a set of faceted personas, and embeds their use into a systematic process based on a facet-focused specialization of the Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [49, 51]. The five facets are:

Motivations: Research spanning over a decade has found that females are more likely than males to be motivated to use technology for what they can accomplish with it, whereas males are more often than females motivated by their enjoyment of technology per se [4, 5, 10, 23, 26, 29, 32, 46].

Information processing styles: Females are statistically more likely to gather information comprehensively—gathering fairly complete information before proceeding—but males are more likely to use selective styles—following the first promising information, then backtracking if needed [8, 15, 36, 37, 42]. Each style has advantages, but either is at a disadvantage when not supported by the software.

Computer self-efficacy: Empirical data have shown that females often have lower computer self-efficacy (confidence) than their male peers, and this can affect their behavior with technology [2, 3, 4, 5, 17, 24, 27, 32, 39, 40, 47].

Risk aversion: Research shows that females tend statistically to be more risk-averse than males [16], surveyed in [50], and meta-analyzed in [13]. Risk aversion with software usage can impact users’ decisions as to which features to use.

Tinkering: Research across ages and professions reports females being statistically less likely to playfully experiment (“tinker”) with software features new to them, compared to males. However, when females do tinker, they tend to be more likely to reflect during the process and thereby sometimes profit from it more than males do [3, 5, 9, 11, 26, 43].

GenderMag brings these facets to life with a set of four faceted personas—“Abby”, “Pat(ricia)”, “Pat(rick)” and “Tim”. Each persona’s mission is to represent a subset of a system’s target users as they relate to these five facets. Thus, Abby, Patricia, Patrick and Tim are identical in several ways: all have the same job, live in the same place, and all are equally comfortable with mathematics and with the technology they regularly use. Their differences are strictly derived from the gender research on the five facets. Tim’s facet values are those most frequently seen in males (e.g., Figure 2), Abby’s facet values are those frequently seen in females that are the most different from Tim’s, and the two Pats’ (identical) facet values add coverage of a large fraction of females and males different from both Abby and Tim. The two Pats’ identical facet values are to raise awareness that differences relevant to inclusiveness lie not in a person’s gender identity, but in the facet values themselves.

GenderMag intertwines these personas with a specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW). The CW is a long-standing inspection method for identifying usability issues for users new to a system or feature [51]. In a GenderMag CW, evaluators answer the CW questions for each step of a detailed use case (a goal and list of actions) with respect to the five facets, from the perspective of one of the above personas.

GenderMag has been evaluated in two ways so far: in a lab study [7] and in a field study [6]. Both of these studies produced encouraging results, but they leave unanswered the question of the process itself: where its strengths lie as a process, and where serious weaknesses may lie that are likely to produce faulty results. The purpose of this paper is to help fill this gap, by evaluating the process of “GenderMag’ing”.

B. Related Work

1) Evaluations of Cognitive Walkthroughs

We have mentioned that a specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) drives the process of GenderMag’ing. The most recent comprehensive study of cognitive walkthroughs that we have been able to locate is the 2010 survey by Mahatody et al. [31]. Their survey describes many variations of the cognitive walkthrough (CW) introduced by Lewis [30] and updated by Wharton et al. [51]. Later adaptations to the CW include having users in the CW [21] or incorporating theories of cognition [18, 44]. Other variations of the CW focus on solving problems with the classic CW [45, 49].

One of the earliest responses to CW issues other than revisions to the original method was that of Spencer [49]. That work identified constraints of CWs that reduced their usefulness. After identifying these issues, Spencer made changes to the CW method to help fix them. Streamlined CWs reduced

![Way of Learning Technology: When learning new technology, Abby leans toward process-oriented learning, e.g., tutorials, step-by-step processes, wizards, online how-to videos, etc, She doesn't particularly like learning by tinkering with software ...](image)

Figure 2: (Top): A portion of the empirical foundations behind the personas’ tinkering facet [5]. Percentages show the proportion of males (blue) and females (pink) represented by each value. (Bottom): A portion of the Abby persona’s tinkering facet.
the amount of questions in the CW in order to relieve the issues Spencer found.

More recently, Grigoreanu et al. [22] presented a variant of the CW called the Informal Cognitive walkthrough. This method helps reduce the amount of time necessary for the CW, and helps the reliability of the CW method by including representative users. However, the method heavily relies on the skill of a researcher, which limits its usefulness in companies without research staff.

2) Evaluations of Personas

Personas are widely used in industry, sometimes simply to communicate about user needs during software design, such as via ideation and role-playing during informal tests, and sometimes for much more [19, 35, 38, 41]. Personas were developed by Cooper as a way to focus, clarify and understand user goals and needs [14]. Among the benefits recounted for personas is that they induce empathy towards users [1] and facilitate communication about design decisions [41]. Some reasons cited behind these benefits are that personas focus issues [25], provide common language to talk about the user [34], reduce conflict over what the goals are [1], and summarize data on users in a palatable format [20].

However, researchers have also reported drawbacks and controversy with personas. Creating personas takes significant time and effort, only too often to then be largely ignored. For example, Friess reports personas being referenced only 2% of the time in product decision-making conversations [19]. Even when personas are used with CWs as focal points [19, 28], Friess found personas to be used only 10% of the time [19].

Some of these issues with personas arise from practitioners not believing the persona is credible; practitioners finding personas to be abstract, misleading, impersonal; and practitioners finding the personas’ personifying details to be distracting [12, 35]. Further, when personas are used, research suggests they are used most often by the select group of people who created the persona and have formalized training on personas, in part because they have more firsthand knowledge to the intent of the persona [35]. Those who do not aid in the creation of personas are less likely to use them in design decisions, instead preferring the data behind the persona [35].

Consistent with these findings, Marsden and Haag have reported a tension between UX designers and software developers, in which designers feel the need to argue the validity of their personas [33]. Their findings also suggest that many software developers have difficulties empathizing with personas and that, in order for software developers to accept personas, the personas had to either be grounded in empirical work, or be palatable, mainstream stereotypes.

Given this degree of controversy about personas—with as many reports of their failures as of their successes—one aspect of our paper’s investigation is how the GenderMag personas contribute to or detract from its effectiveness.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The Field Study

The data upon which we primarily base this investigation came from a previous field study [6]. In that study, 4 software teams used GenderMag in the wild to evaluate their own software—two teams from government agency G, one west-coast-based team of a multi-national hardware/software company (W), and one east-coast-based team at another multi-national hardware/software company (E). However, we have partial data from 16 additional teams who have used GenderMag; and when we illustrate with examples from those additional teams, we refer to those teams merely as Team Xs.

The teams learned about GenderMag from our website or from talks at conferences and meetings. When a team decided to use the method, we asked if we could observe. The context of each case was that the teams had already done the set-up necessary to run GenderMag and knew the basics of using the method, with set-up help offered when needed. Because we used the results of each session to iteratively inform and refine the method, the GenderMag method improved between some of the sessions. We observed the sessions, which usually lasted about 2 hours, and attempted to reduce effects of our presence by positioning ourselves outside the participant group (e.g., at the other end of a conference room). We also video-recorded and later transcribed each session, and collected the forms each team filled out during each session. Sessions spanned multiple software types and platforms, software maturity levels, gender make-up of the teams, and personas the teams chose to use (Table 1). Because we did not obtain videos or transcripts for the Company W’s third and fourth sessions, we omit them from this paper. We also combine Company W’s first two sessions here because the second was simply a continuation of the first.

B. Qualitative Analysis

To analyze the transcripts, we began by aligning them with answers on the GenderMag forms the teams had filled out as they talked. For each user subgoal, the form asks:

Will <persona> have formed this subgoal as a step to their overall goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teams &amp; Sessions</th>
<th>Govt. Agency G</th>
<th>Company E</th>
<th>Company W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 mixed-gender teams (GB &amp; GS), 1 session each team in own session.</td>
<td>Abby</td>
<td>Abby</td>
<td>4 sessions (overlapping group of mixed-gender team members).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software maturity</td>
<td>Very mature (10 years old).</td>
<td>Pre-release (initial development).</td>
<td>Post-release, active evolution restarting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software is for...</td>
<td>Operators capturing travel information to inform travelers.</td>
<td>Software developer wanting to use an ML algorithm.</td>
<td>Any smart phone user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The organizations using GenderMag on their own products covered a range of situations.
Thus, transcript dialog during the team’s time working on the above question was one segment (i.e., from the time they first stated this question until they moved on to the next question). The form then asked these questions about each user action to carry out that subgoal, both of which also became segments:

Will <persona> know what to do at this step? (Yes/no/maybe, why)
If <persona> does the right thing, will s/he know s/he did the right thing & is making progress toward their goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

We then categorized the segmented transcripts and forms using the code sets overviewed in Table 2. (Details of each code set will be presented in the relevant results sections.) Three of these four code sets were inspired by prior literature as follows.

The first and second code sets were informed by Activity Theory [48]. Activity theory defines activities as a three-level hierarchy of “has-a” relationships between subjects and objects. To understand issues arising from teams (“subjects”, in Activity theory terminology) trying to conduct the GenderMag activity with its collection of objects (the prototype, the persona, the task, and the GenderMag CW forms), we coded as per Table 2 to the nodes in the activity chart in Figure 3.

Our third analysis used the Friess [19] method of measuring persona invocation, which was counting the percentage of conversational turns that invoked the personas.

Finally, we coded recording errors teams made in filling out the GenderMag forms, such as erroneously omitting issues or facets teams had identified during the discussion (detailed in Section IV.B). By matching such errors against particular activities or objects in the activities chart, we hoped to identify problematic aspects of GenderMag’ing as an activity.

IV. RESULTS

We have mentioned that our early field study of software teams suggested that GenderMag was very effective: teams found gender-inclusiveness issues in 25% of the software features they evaluated. Here, we consider what about the process worked well in producing these results, and what about the process undermined them.

A. GenderMag’s Persona(s): Are They Working?

The GenderMag personas are critical to the GenderMag method, because they are GenderMag’s only means of educating those using GenderMag (i.e., the teams) about the facets and their ranges of values. Thus, if team members declined to engage with the personas as in some prior reports, they would rely more on their own opinions than on the GenderMag personas in deciding which features were problematic, which could undermine the results.

To ward off problems like those reported above, we took several measures in the design of the personas. To make them quickly digestible, we made them fit on one page and used bullets, boldface, and red, underlined text to enable readers of the persona to find the important parts. For flexibility, we also made small portions of the personas tailor able to the teams’ target audience, allowing such features as profession, education, background, hobbies, age, and location to be tailored. Finally, we linked the personas to the research and data behind each persona to build credibility (http://euseconsortium.org/gender), as per Adlin and Pruitt’s notion of public “foundation documents” [1].

I) How much did GenderMag participants use Abby?

We compare the team members’ invocation of personas with Friess’s best-case result, in which 10% of conversational turns during a cognitive walkthrough referred to the personas [19]. Using the same method reported by Friess, we calculated the number of persona invocations per conversational turn, in which a turn began when one speaker started to speak, and ended when s/he stopped speaking. (Since all sessions in this analysis used the Abby persona, in this section we will concretely refer to Abby.) As with Friess, if a team member referred to the Abby persona by name or by pronoun, we counted it as a reference to Abby, except if team members were merely reading a CW question aloud (which contained Abby’s name). To be conservative, we still included these readings in the total count of conversational turns.

We were surprised at how much GenderMag teams used the Abby persona. GenderMag teams referred to Abby in
20%–31% of the conversational turns in their teams, for an average of 23%—all of which are more than twice as often as Friess’s 10%. As Table 3 shows, the GenderMag team members’ rates of referring to the persona were significantly higher than the Friess counts of referring to personas (Fisher’s exact test, p<.0001).

This raises another question: how much persona engagement is “enough” in GenderMag? One way of measuring “enough”ness is measuring the extent teams referred to Abby per step in their CW analysis. Thus, we measured the rate of persona invocation per question on the CW form (i.e., per segment, as defined in Section III).

The results were that Teams GB, GS, E, and W explicitly referred to Abby in 42%, 88%, 79%, and 93% of the CW segments, respectively, or an average of 79% of their CW segments. (Team GB’s markedly lower rate than the other teams may have been due to the fact that they were using the first version of the personas and the CW forms, which we improved before the other teams used them.) We view this high rate of explicitly considering Abby in 4/5 of the questions to be very encouraging.

2) Who referred to Abby the most?

In some prior work, developers who participated in persona-based sessions were often less empathetic or less involved in using personas. To consider whether this was true among the team members in this study, we counted Abby references by each of the 21 team members (across all four teams): 15 developers, 5 managers, and 1 UX (user experience) intern. Interestingly, as Figure 4 (left) shows, the developers referred to Abby more than the other team members did.

In fact, of the 21 team members, only one failed to refer to Abby. (This team member rarely talked at all, with only 10 turns compared to the average of 57 turns per session.) All 20 of the other team members referred to Abby multiple times, ranging from 7%–42% of their utterances, and (including the 21st team member) averaging 23% overall. This too is in marked contrast to related work pointing to disengagement of a sizeable fraction of discussants [19, 33].

In sum, the results in this section suggest that the GenderMag persona(s) worked quite well in encouraging team members to engage in the needs of the Abby persona. We thus turn our attention to the reporting aspect of GenderMag.

B. Reporting Inclusiveness Issues: The Good and the Bad

With GenderMag, teams report the gender-inclusiveness issues they find via specialized CW forms. These forms not only record which features raised issues, but also why they are issues (free-form explanations) and what makes them gender-inclusiveness issues (listing the facets involved). The forms are key, because they are the team’s only record of their decisions as to where gender-inclusiveness issues lay and why.

The success of GenderMag recording rests on the team member who has accepted the role of “recorder.” The recorder has a lot to do: they must accurately record what step in the action sequence is being discussed; they must capture whether and why the thought the action might be problematic for the persona at hand (Abby, in these examples); and they must capture which of Abby’s facets caused the team to believe the action was problematic.

Fortunately, even though working with GenderMag is intense during the sessions, a session does not take a long length of time; perhaps this is why every organization in the field study has done long-term follow-up. Further, the teams’ recorders succeeded in capturing a surprisingly high number of inclusiveness issues. Together they identified 22 gender-inclusiveness issues (i.e., found issues in 25% of the features they evaluated) as mentioned in the introduction. The large majority of most teams’ records reflected those teams’ deliberations with good accuracy (Table 4, “good” column).

But the bad news is that not all teams shared in the high rate of accuracy. Of the teams’ shared total of 17 errors (second column of Table 4), Team W made 10 of them, which affected fully one-third of their segments. We have observed even higher error rates among other teams. For example, Figure 5 shows a Team Xs GenderMag form with a 57% error rate: 12 erroneous segments out of the 21 total segments.

The 9 erroneous segments in our primary data source had a potentially disproportionate impact on the inclusiveness issues GenderMag can reveal. Any segment error might mean a gender-inclusiveness issue overlooked. To see how, consider Figure 6, which breaks down the errors into five types. For example, neglecting to record facets (the most common error, illustrated in Figure 7) or explanations could cause issues to incorrectly not be counted as gender-inclusiveness issues; omitting the yes/no/maybe could prevent an issue from being counted as an issue at all.

Thus, in the worst case, if all 9 erroneous segments caused an inclusiveness issue to go unrecorded, then the correct number of gender-inclusiveness issues to record should have been
31 (22+9), rather than 22—meaning that one-third (9/31) of the gender-inclusiveness errors were missed in the worst case, due to recording errors.

C. When and How Did Errors Happen?

Team W, with its relatively high error rate, gave us our first clue into the pattern behind these errors: Team W took more detours than the other teams. For the purposes of this paper, we define a detour as any time team members left the GenderMag activity chart (Figure 3) in one of the nine ways described in Table 5. An example detour is a team deviating into a design discussion about how to fix a problem they just identified (‘‘Proposing Fixes’’).

Spencer [49] has specifically advised CW users to avoid such detours, and his advice is on-point here. The number of errors our teams made closely aligned with how often they detoured (Figure 8). Further, only 4% of segments without detours contained errors, but 27% of segments with detours contained errors—an error rate over 6 times as high when detours were involved.

Of the nine kinds of detours that occurred in segments in which teams made errors, 4 types dominated (Table 5). Those four types were Troubleshooting, GenderMag Procedure, “Where are we?” and Researcher Clarifications. These four together accounted for 77 (82%) of the 94 detour instances.

For example, here the team got so disoriented (“Where are we?”) that they started talking about a different part of the prototype than the one they were recording.

GS1m: ...She didn’t like tinkering ... going to the balloon
GS5m: We’re not on that step yet.

In this example (“Troubleshooting”), the team got so confused by odd prototype behaviors that the recorder was unable to sort out all the relevant bits he needed to record, and at least one facet was never recorded:

W4m: This is mine. And yours looks like that. So those are the two options. I don’t know why.

<Team compares prototypes for two and a half minutes, talking about Abby interspersed>

Two of these four types, GenderMag Procedure and Researcher Clarification, may simply be a matter of inexperience. After a team uses GenderMag a few times, they will be less likely to ask about proper procedure or seek a researcher for clarification.

However, “Troubleshooting” and “Where are we?” seem indicative of the high cognitive load that can arise when teams attempt to attend to a prototype, the form questions, the persona, the facets, and each other all at the same time. Given this, it makes sense that a distraction (detour) in the face of this load would generate a significant rise in error rate, exactly as happened here. This suggests an opportunity for a tool that helps remind GenderMag teams where they are, so that they can in some cases avoid detours (e.g., by the tool telling them where they are), and can get back on track when they do find

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th># good (error-free) segments</th>
<th># recording errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>49/50 (98%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>43/45 (96%)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>27/28 (96%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>10/15 (67%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>129/138 (93%)</td>
<td>17 (in 9 segments)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The good (1st column), and bad (2nd column) by team. Note Team W’s error rate: they made over three times as many errors as the other teams.

Figure 5: This form, from a Team Xs GenderMag session, had 12 recording errors (red) out of 21 answers (i.e., 57%). The recorder originally pasted down through the form, then often forgot to update the Yes/No/Maybe’s.

Figure 6: The five types of recording errors: “-“ means “missing”, and “X” means “wrong”. The most common was missing facets (“-facets”) with 8 instances.

Figure 7: Example of missing facets: This Team Xs recorder captured the team’s Yes/No/ Maybe decisions and explanations, but he failed to capture even one of the facets his team discussed. For example, in this segment the team referred to Abby’s risk aversion, but the recorder did not write it down.
the need to take a detour.

V. **DISCUSSION: UNIQUE CHALLENGES**

We still have work to do on GenderMag. The current version is in beta status, and we iteratively improve it as we learn more about its strengths and weaknesses from teams like those in this paper. Further, GenderMag has unique challenges that arise from the blend of its diversity mission, its particular use of personas, and its specialized CW, a few of which we discuss in this section.

A. **Stereotyping versus Promoting Diversity**

One issue that we continue to monitor is stereotyping. As the related work points out (e.g., [33]), personas and stereotyping are closely related—every persona inherently represents a “representative member” of some group of target users. This close relationship is particularly discomfitting for GenderMag, because its very mission is to promote inclusiveness by recognizing diverse sets of users, including some often overlooked by software development groups.

To guard against inappropriate stereotyping, we have taken several measures. For example, we have four personas, two males and two females, to communicate that none of the personas are “the typical” male or female. We have also made two of the personas (the “Pats”) twins, to emphasize that many males and females have problem-solving traits in common. We also bestowed upon all four personas identical educational backgrounds, job titles, and skills at mathematics and logic.

Finally, we show the research and distribution data behind the four personas in an on-line personas foundation document, and include bar graphs like the one shown in Background and Related Work (Figure 2) in the downloadable GenderMag kit and in public presentations about GenderMag. However, we are still working on how best to navigate the challenge of promoting GenderMag’s mission of inclusiveness without encouraging GenderMag’s users to overgeneralize and inappropriately stereotype.

In general, gender-inclusiveness methods share a dual burden—they must both find issues that disproportionately affect one gender, and educate those in the room about inclusiveness. Sometimes, these two goals can be at odds with one another, especially when it comes to inappropriate stereotyping. We continue to work on this problem. For example, we are experimenting with a new version of the personas: the new Abby (as well as Tim and the Pats) includes photos of “other people with Abby’s facet values”. The aim is to prevent GenderMag users from concluding inappropriate take-aways like “all females... [do something one particular way]”, by pictorially depicting gender distributions in the data behind the personas.

B. **Genders of GenderMag Team Members**

The genders of the members of a GenderMag team could have an impact on the way teams experience GenderMag as well as the outcomes of their sessions. For example, females or males on a same-gender team might feel “safer” than they otherwise would, to talk about controversial topics that can arise in a GenderMag session, such as inappropriate stereotyping, or gender politics in moving forward with GenderMag.

We have also seen differences in how female and male team members feel individually. For example, one Team Xs male views himself as an advocate, but is uncomfortable as a man conversing about why the gender-inclusiveness issues that come out of GenderMag affect more women than men. Some females on our teams have strongly identified with one or another of the female personas, and because of this see GenderMag as finally giving them a voice in how their team’s software is being designed. On the other hand, the female personas are very different from some females on the teams, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th># CW form segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prototype</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubleshooting</td>
<td>GS2m:...it’s hidden…I haven’t figured out...[how to] overcome this.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposing Fixes</td>
<td>EZm: I think I would like it better button-less.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype Misnavigation</td>
<td>W1m: Whoops and I just touched the screen and lost the message.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype Error</td>
<td>GS6F: Why did that come up? GS3F: I don’t know.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GenderMag Procedural Confusion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenderMag Walkthrough</td>
<td>GS1m: Are we making the assumption though, that this is a new piece of existing design than has been out there that Abby should be expecting to use?</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where are we?</td>
<td>W1m: ...which page should I be on?</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher Clarification</td>
<td>E1m: Have we just sort of abducted [Abby] and made them use [product]?</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persona</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misunderstanding Persona</td>
<td>GS1m: She … would feel comfortable [doing step that requires tinkering]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persona Appropriation</td>
<td>W7m: I don’t think she would have either, because [W3m] had to tell me [where] to go… and [this] before.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The frequency of appearance of each of the detours across the four teams.

![Figure 8: The bars are the number of CW form errors, and the line is the percentage of CW segments during which teams had detours. (Overall, 36% of segments contained at least one detour.)](image)
those females sometimes feel uncomfortably pigeon-holed into an image that is not at all representative of the way they work. We suspect that males might also encounter this feeling if they overly identify with a persona that they suspect they should not identify with (e.g., I’m secretly like Abby females, but I don’t want anyone to know it.)

C. Team Sizes: More diversity, more buy-in, more errors?

Interest in GenderMag sessions at software organizations has sometimes arisen from a desire to educate developers on diversity. In cases like this, the teams still use GenderMag to find problems in their own software, but they also invite large fractions of their team members to attend, so that everyone can gain some insights into the diversity of individual problem-solving approaches. Some GenderMag sessions have had as many as 11 team members.

A large team size seems to have impacts on the success of GenderMag, in ways both good and bad. Because GenderMag is about supporting diversity, GenderMag CWs harvest the views of everyone in the room on each question, and record the union (not the consensus) of these views. Ideally then, the more people in the room, the greater the chance that an inclusiveness issue will be spotted. Another advantage of large GenderMag teams is more buy-in: it avoids the need to later convince a team member who was not present to fix an issue that they did not help discover.

However, disadvantages of large teams are that they slow down the process, and also seem to increase recording errors. Recall that one of the Team Xs recorders made errors in more than 50% of her form segments: her session included 7 team members, and Team W (with 9 team members in the room at its maximum) had an error rate twice as high as Team GS (the next-smaller team in our study with 6 team members), and five times as high as Team GB and Team E, who had 3 and 2 team members, respectively. This high error rate may simply be because capturing so many views makes the recorder’s job much more difficult.

Given the advantages of sometimes having large GenderMag sessions—both from a diversity education perspective and from the quality that comes from collecting a diversity of viewpoints—the challenge then arises of how to best support these teams in the process. We are currently thinking about how a GenderMag “recorder’s assistant” tool might better enable large teams to move through the process efficiently without losing the educational and diversity benefits that come from large teams.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the experiences of four software teams who have used GenderMag to evaluate the inclusiveness of their own software. Among our results were:

• **Persona(s):** The software teams were surprisingly engaged with the Abby persona: 20/21 team members referred to her during their GenderMag sessions—the developers even more than the UX and managers. On average, teams explicitly referenced Abby in 79% of their CW discussions. This is a significantly higher persona engagement rate than has been reported elsewhere in the literature.

• **Workload:** Teams have a heavy workload in a GenderMag session. The recorders have a particularly heavy workload: they must stay oriented to the team discussion in relation to the correct segment of the form, while accurately capturing all team members’ views, explanations, and relevant facet values. Most teams handled this remarkably well, with 93% of their segments adequately captured. Still, the errors they did make had far-reaching consequences, resulting in up to a third of the gender-inclusiveness issues to be omitted.

• **Where Errors Happened:** We identified the most likely circumstances for errors to occur—two-thirds of errors occurred during detours. In fact, teams were over 6 times as likely to make an error during detours as they were when they were not detouring. Among the four most common detour types, two are likely to resolve naturally as teams become more experienced with GenderMag, and the other two seem to have good potential for tool support.

The interplay among GenderMag’s diversity mission, its use of personas, and its specialization of the CW, raise unique challenges, and we still have significant work ahead in investigating how to support software teams who are encountering these challenges. We hope that GenderMag’s successes and difficulties will help to inform other gender-inclusiveness methods as they emerge. GenderMag’s forays into navigating the stereotype minefield and issues with cognitive load can also help inform other inclusiveness methods. We hope other researchers will join in working to address such challenges on the journey to increasing software’s ability to support and nurture diverse ways of thinking and engaging with software.
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